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that expressions for present and future wars have actually been re-
nounced. It looks as if the conventionalizations of nations will have to
be nixed before the hotbed of suspicion of imminent aggression can be
dashed and for the present at least the armored race of the nations
will continue." said Professor Van
diepen.

1,000 MORE SEATS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION FOR SATURDAY'S GAME

Reserved seats for the Iowa-Purdue
Game are now on sale at the
athletic office and will be placed on
sale at Whiteman's drug store Sat-
day. A total of 700 seats will be
reserved for Saturday night's game.
All the reserved seats will be on the
north side of the new arena.

It is 500 seats that were reser-
vied for the Iowa-Wisconsin game.

The fact was brought very fu-
tinely to our attention when upon op-
ening for a book which had been placed
in a reserved section, in a certain room I found that al-
though there had originally been six
books on reserve there was not
one left. The book had not been checked out but had been ceremoniously tak
en and taken to their homes. This
was no less a state of matters than
that students who are supposed to represent the highest type of young man and woman
are lowering themselves as to their
own estimation, that he had suffered
a disgrace, that the student body
had been harmed.
Not only will they take books
out of reserve but have brought to
my attention that a considerable
number of things which reached us just
from his desk by students when the professor was not concerned
books were not returned.

This criticism of the reserve
books kept under lock and key is in order that they shall not be
taken from him.

This petty larceny, is not on the
level at the Iowa University, but on
the contrary, I did not feel discom-
forted, but I felt that it is on the
increase. Hats, overcoats, umbrellas,
notebooks, books, and various other articles will be missed as soon
as the eye is taken from them.

There is talk of reforming this.

This reserve section should be taken by
any officers of discipline and
for the cause all those to whom these
were sold will be missed as soon
as the eye is taken from them.

It is gratifying for he is an able and
sound in dramatics, that the
student body will lower themselves as to
their own estimation, that he had suffered
a disgrace, that the student body
had been harmed.
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BANKERS ARRIVE FOR CONVENTION

More Commerce Students Should Register Says Speaker

The second annual convention of the Iowa Bankers' Association, traveling from the University of Iowa opened its sessions at 11:30 a.m. in the liberal arts assembly room with an address of welcome by President Taylor A. Jennings. President Jennings' speech related to the need of education at the present time compared to yesterday, the increasing demand of men and women for institutions with masters that are of common interest, the state attitude toward education and the way money is being approved to maintain schools.

"We look to the banker," said President Jennings, "to help the student because he is the banker of the state. He is up to his friends to help him in order to establish good conditions in the state. When our foundations start all of these little banks throughout the state he had done for the future, the day which is now at hand, they did not think for the same conditions that we men had a policy in a year and a half in making a better help to the people of the state.

Other speeches given yesterday were of the Tax Foundation of Iowa, the "New Income Tax Law as it Affects Individuals" by John F. Council, of Dubuque, income tax division of the "New Advantages of the New Revenue Laws of 1922" by Clayton B. Wilson, of Dubuque, income tax expert of the Iowa Bankers Association.

The business men of Iowa City will close given at the Des Moines, Iowa City, A.M. twenty-third at the University of Iowa City, by the "Spirit of Old Iowa", a speech given with cool head, the Iowa City Convention, the "Spirit of Old Iowa" at the Des Moines Convention as chairman; the "Chairman of America", an elaborate patriotic address with John Spigot A. of Iowa City.

There will be short certain arts between all of the main arts for a special benefit dinner during the intermissions.

The business men of Iowa City will open given at the Des Moines, Iowa City, A.M. twenty-third at the University of Iowa City, by the "Spirit of Old Iowa", a speech given with cool head, the Iowa City Convention, the "Spirit of Old Iowa" at the Des Moines Convention as chairman; the "Chairman of America", an elaborate patriotic address with John Spigot A. of Iowa City.

Old Iowa's plays on the 12 with the profits that are to be thrown away for the benefit of the Iowa City Library.

That is What We Offer

**WHY'S WHAT'S**

University Men!

For one week (up to January 24) we offer you the Opportunity of securing the low prices

Genuine Tailored Suits

The Royal Tailors, purely on competitive grounds, have given these deep-bowd deep-in prices. We are glad to pay the savings on you.

FINE PURE WOOL SUITS

PERFECTLY TAILORED

MASTER TAILORS

$75.00

With Extra Trousers

(Alternative)

(Alternative)

(Royal Tailors have done the cutting; we give you the finest tailor application in the State Catalogue)

PETERSON'S

By the City Hall

New Kodak Catalogues

WITH NEW PRICES

We have just received a very limited number of Kodak catalogues with the new 1923 prices which are much lower. If not convenient to call at our store writer, we will be glad to supply you while they last.

Other Kodak Literature Free on Request—

"At Home with the Kodak"

"About Lenses"

"By Flashlight"

"Enlarging on Bromide"

Henry Louis

Drugist

The Rexall and Kodak Store

124 East College

Kodak Catalogue—At Home with a Kodak

At home with a Kodak. A Kodak is your ideal camera. It costs no more than a fine Kodak and it is much better. You can get it free. We have them now.

Sam Eating

BETTER WORK

You cannot gulp down a steaming cup of coffee, a pile of heavy painstaking work or two and rush off to class and do good work.

Go to Class and Then Stop In At

WHAT'S

after the 9 o'clock class or for the noon meal and get a light, stimulating, wholesome, substantially, easily digested lunch. Better revolutions, tests and general comprehension will result.

SAFER EATING

means

BETTER WORK

In order that we may work better, we must play. The man who works with his fingers must be fed proper food as well. Pool and Billiards offer you the highest type of recreational sport.

Racine's Cigar Stores

Pool and Billiards in Connection

With No. 1 and No. 3

TONIGHT AT 8:15

HENRY W. SAVAGE, JR.

The Delicious Beer American

Racine

POOL ROOM

ROMA,DOWA,

LADY BILLY

300 TIMES AT THE LIBERTY, NEW YORK

The Acme of Charm and Delight

Special Offerings on Tour

Prices—Balcony, 50¢, $1.00, $2.50 and $5.00; Main Floor, $2.00 and $2.50—War Tax Extra

GET YOUR SEATS AT ONCE

THIS IS AN APPROVED SHOW

WHY NOT SEND THAT

Dress Shirt

to us right now? Then it will be ready for the next party.

PHONE 29

Peoples Steam Laundry

"All Work and No Play Makes Jack a Dull Boy"

The business men of Iowa City will close given at the Des Moines, Iowa City, A.M. twenty-third at the University of Iowa City, by the "Spirit of Old Iowa", a speech given with cool head, the Iowa City Convention, the "Spirit of Old Iowa" at the Des Moines Convention as chairman; the "Chairman of America", an elaborate patriotic address with John Spigot A. of Iowa City.

Racine's 1st National Bank

Iowa City, Iowa

Member Federal Reserve System
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HORSE SHY

TAKES A SLUMP

Continued from front page

A horsey strain of the Iowa State Fair has been one of the most amusing events of the season. But while yesterday afternoon was a banner day for many spectator...
Queen of Sheba
To Visit Iowa City

The Queen of Sheba is coming here.
She left New York some months ago after holding royal court before thousands of her admirers and packing a Broadway theatre twice daily for nearly six months.

Enormous crowds that flocked to gaze upon her matchless beauty and see the thrilling chariot race which is probably the most sensational and spectacular event over known in the world of motion pictures.

The Queen of course, the celebrated famous and wonderful "Queen of Sheba," the super screen spectable, produced by William Fox, and directed by J. Gordon Edwards, which has been hailed as the crowning achievement in the realm of motion pictures; and which established a high water mark of superlative supremacy, which probably will stand unequalled for many years.

"Queen of Sheba," the magnificent pictorial representation of the love story of the celebrated Queen, who worthy with King Solomon in Jerusalem three thousand years ago, will be shown at the Englert Theatre, beginning next Sunday.

If you don't see "Queen of Sheba" at the Englert Theatre next week, you will miss something that will give you one of the most thrilling moments of life. Never in the history of motion pictures has there been anything approaching this marvelous masterpiece in the way of sensational thrill and stupendous achievement. It is not only a beautiful and gigantic accomplishment; it is a picture of such exquisite beauty that it will live as the greatest screen classic of this generation.

**D.W. Griffith's**

EIGHTH WONDER OF THE WORLD

**CAPACITY HOUSES CHEERED AND APPLAUDED THE BRILLIANT 12-REAEL REVIVAL OF**

**W. G. GRIFFITH'S**

THE BIRTH OF A NATION

On a World Tour

**THE STRAND THEATRE**

NOW Showing

Big Pictures May Come and Go But

"THE BIRTH OF A NATION"

GOES ON FOREVER. You know it's not "press agent stuff" when we say this one is the world's greatest picture.

**CITY**


APPROVED PLAY

**MINT IN "PALE BLUE" which will be held tonight at the Englert and "DASH ABLE BOY" to be given by the University Players.**

**ENGLISH**

"HOME OF BIG PICTURES" Thursday, Friday and Saturday A BIG DOUBLE THRILL

**ENGELFRIED**

HOMESTEAD - PRAIRIE CITY - NEWTON - CLARK - MASON

**WILLIAM G. ENGELFRIED**

**ROBERT HARRON** - **MIRIAM COOPER**

**TO SEE ROYAL COURT BEFORE THOUSANDS OF HER ADMIRERS AND TO SEE THE THRILLING CHARIOT RACE WHICH IS PROBABLY THE MOST SENSATIONAL AND SPECTACULAR EVENT OVER KNOWN IN THE WORLD OF MOTION PICTURES.**

**NORMA TALMADGE**

As Ginger, the girl of the tropics in Love's Redemption

The drama of island girls that worked upon men— and civilization's answer that chilled it.

**PASTIME THEATRE**

The Theater With the College Spirit

**JUST THREE MORE DAYS TO SEE**

**NORMA TALMADGE**

As Ginger, the girl of the tropics in Love's Redemption

The drama of island girls that worked upon men—and civilization's answer that chilled it.

**GARDEN**

Always a Good Show

**TODAY AND TOMORROW**

Corinne Griffith

The Best Dressed Girl in the Movies in

**THE SINGLE TRACK**

A clever star in a clever picture

**A GOOD 2-REAEL COMEDY ADMISSION 15c-30c**

**COMING FRIDAY**

Fred Stone

The Star of Tip Top

**BEBE DANIELS**

COMING SUNDAY

**FOR GOOD MEASURE, WE HAVE**

**AL ST. JOHN**

In His Latest and Best Comedy

"FOOL DAYS" IT IS A KNOCKOUT

**PASTE NEWS**

ADMISSION 20c-40c

**NOTE**—Iowa City is the first city in the middle west to show this picture. If in doubt look in the Chicago and Des Moines newspapers.